FX Rental

FX Rental is a fit-for-purpose module that provides a seamless experience from
the warehouse to the field to the back office, capturing asset and consumable
data throughout the rental lifecycle.

Asset Management

Rental Lifecycle

FX Rental allows companies to have full
visibility into the availability and location
of assets. It also stores data related to
recent transfers and maintenance.

Job Resources: This feature allows
you to track items that have been
requested for a job, such as picked
quantity, reserve quantity, current
fulfillment, as well as delivered and
returned quantity.

Centralized Data

FX Rental Mobile View

From job planners, to repair
technicians, and warehouse
managers, there are many personas
involved throughout the rental
process. Each of these roles need
access to data provided by their
counterparts. FX Rental allows for a
single source of truth, housing the
asset data and making it available for
all parties involved.

Pick Shet Builder: Build pick sheets
for the items that need to be selected
in the warehouse. Plan for future jobs
and save pick sheets weeks out or
send pick sheets to the warehouse
right away.

Get your personalized
demo today at
servicemax.com/demo

FX Rental Job Resources View

FX Rental Equipment Billing View

Pick Sheets: Pick sheets can be viewed on a laptop, tablet,
or phone. View serialized and stock items to be picked
and the job they are for, scan barcodes for quick selection,
and update warehouse quantities in real time as items
are added to the pick sheet. Once items are selected and
staged, create a delivery ticket right from the pick sheet
itself.

Reporting: By collecting data in FieldFX and FX Rental,
the data becomes centralized and actionable. Create
reports such as: assets on location, profit margin,
utilization, upcoming deliveries, returns, pending order.
outstanding. Report by job, by region or even globally to
run the business more strategically.

Equipment Billing: As items are delivered and put on
rent, the Equipment Billing screen allows users to update
the rental status of each asset. Colored coded statuses
of on rent, off rent and standby, segmented by day,
deliver a synopsis of all rental equipment in a glance.

About ServiceMax
ServiceMax’s mission is to help customers keep the world running with asset-centric field service management software.
As the recognized leader in this space, ServiceMax’s mobile apps and cloud-based software provide a complete view of
assets to field service teams. By optimizing field service operations, customers across all industries can better manage
the complexities of service, support faster growth and run more profitable, outcome-centric businesses. For more
information, visit www.servicemax.com.

About FieldFX
The FieldFX product suite is a complete mobile field operations management solution, providing companies in the oil and
gas, industrial and environmental services industries with the ability to organize and manage jobs, quotes, field tickets,
equipment, contracts, price books, and labor, along with customer-specific electronic forms such as safety incidents,
inspections and other operational data reports.
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